Chapter-3
The origin of Human
The origin of Man was not the simple way of an evolutional progress that books
once depicted that our chimp like ancestors gradually standing upright as their brains
expanded and they became social & civilized. The main currents of the mythology
describe it like a supernatural event that the starting pair of a man and a woman appeared
asexually on the earth from an unknown and unspecified surrounding celestial body to
sexually reproduce human populations. First, let us analyze how and when man appeared
on the earth.
Do we evolve from the existed lower species as evolutionists claim? Or do we
asexually appear on the earth directly in our present shape & form from the space as a
supernatural event like mythologists claim? Or are we asexually originated by the God
like Holy Scriptures suggest? Or do we come from a single ancestor at Africa from where
we spread throughout the globe and grow into four races like the genetics & linguistics
claim? Although each race has different body structure, color, make up, civilization and
culture but they all have similar genetic composition.
Thus we find that there are several contradictory & isolated myths, ideas, views
and theories to incompletely explain asexual appearance of a starting pair of humans on
the earth; but none is able to completely and scientifically explain asexual origin of a
starting human pair to sexually reproduce human population. Let us analyze &
investigate some important ancient currents about the human appearance on the earth.
According to Vedic concept the starting man was Manu and the starting woman
was Shatarupa. This starting human pair is born asexually by the body of Brahma in
Styaloka (an unspecified & imaginary mythological celestial body in surround space of
the earth). Thereafter this starting human pair is transported from the Styaloka to the
earth to sexually reproduce human polulation. The Bhagawatam Gita explains that a
starting human pair came from the higher planetary systems to appear on earth many
hundreds of thousands of years ago. It is described in the Quran that Adam was exiled
from the heaven and fell on the earth with a woman (Eve or Havva) to make starting
human pair to sexually reproduce humanity. According to the Bible and Quran Eve is the
mother of humanity. We can find similar concepts explaining the asexual origin &
appearance of a starting human pair in the similar ways in other mythological stories.
As such we find a starting pair of a man & a woman that was produced asexually
from the body of Brahma in the Indian mythology; similarly Adam & Eve were
originated asexually as a starting human pair to sexually reproduce human population as
described in the bible and the Quran. Although all the main ancient currents of the world
believe that a starting pair for each of animal species was asexually created by an
unknown mechanism, but they do not propose any viable framework of explanations for
such asexual creation of numerous starting animal pairs to sexually reproduce numerous
animal species.
Although such descriptions in Holy Scriptures have no scientific basis but they
are certainly able to prepare a background for a long lasting quest in human mind to
understand nature and life in their virtual perspectives. In fact such mythological stories

trigger modern human brain to investigate the asexual origin of the starting human pair
on the earth. Let us see, what is the opinion of the modern scientists on this matter?
Modern Approach:Darwin rejected all the ancient beliefs, assumptions and mythological theories
regarding origin of life to establish a well defined natural mechanism for the gradual
evolution of different higher forms from bacteria like simple ancestral forms of life.
Darwinian investigation and observation of nature demolishes all main ancient currents
and puts forth a theory of natural selection for the origin of the specie.
He put forth strong arguments that each species comes from previously existing
species by gradual accumulation of differences and modifications that trigger new
characteristics in a specie. Such new characteristics pass on to next generations to make
an entirely new species. Thus each species is converting into higher species in the
struggle of life. This theory claims that human is also evolved from the bacteria like
single cellular species through the gradual changes and modifications. No direct fossil
evidences and practical experiments have found to support & substantiate such gradual
changes and modifications to evolve a simple organism into a higher species.
Although the Darwinian Theory of evolution is rejected by the scientists but it is
still able to enable the human mind to see, investigate and observe some thing beyond the
main mythological currents in this regard. The Genetic strongly supports and
substantiates the origin & evolution of an ancestral genetic pool to make & issue all the
starting genes for all the species individually rather than the evolution of the species as
Darwin claims. Although the Genetic could not propose any natural mechanism and
explanation that how such an ancestral genetic pool should originated and evolved to
originate and issue asexually individual starting genes for the species, it is able to turn
human brain and mind to investigate the asexual origin and evolution of an ancestral
genetic pool to asexually make and issue individual starting genes in entirely fresh way.
The story of modern science about the evolution of human is largely about how
animals adapt to their environment by survival struggle. They have developed it on the
basis of Darwinian suggestions. It suggests that the earliest primate appeared as a small
insect eating animal like shrew around 55 MYA. In early Cenozoic period a group of tree
climbing squirrel like animals appeared in Africa. They were followed by tarsier and
lemur like primates, which spread into Africa and Asia along with two groups of higher
primates-the new world monkeys and apes. It was the great apes of Africa that evolved
into gorillas, chimpanzees and humans according to evolutionists. The fossils do not
support such evolution of specie.
Molecular genetic specialists have now convincingly and firmly shown that all
modern existing groups and branches of human species arose from one woman around
247000 years ago. They have called her the mitochondrial Eve that lived in Africa.
According to a study led by Dr. Allan C. Wilson of the University of California, there are
irrefutable genetic evidences that the entire human species arose from a single female in
North Africa between 140000 and 280000 years ago. In other words it is conceivable that
we all started from the womb of a single woman. But they do not explain that how the
said Eve and her male partner were asexually originated on the earth to sexually establish
human species?
It seems that the scientists are not able to propose a perfect natural mechanism &
viable framework for the asexual creation of a starting human pair. As such scientists

have to accept Darwinian suggestions till they succeed in developing a perfect viable
mechanism for the asexual appearance of a starting human pair on the earth.
Proposed appearance of a starting human pair to make a single human
species ‘Homo Sapiens’:Based on the Asamanya vishwa model dependent realities, we establish firmly
that the Mahakaushik-B as an ancestral genetic pool synthesized & issued all the starting
genes in the form of numerous paired fertile cells. The last paired fertile cell is able to
grow into a starting adult human pair to sexually reproduce Human species ‘Homo
Sapiens’. Before the starting pair of two fertile cells for human , the Mahakaushik body
similarly produced so many human like shaped specie as complete specie; they have not
any physical relation with humans. We can not consider them as pre human species
because they could not perform any intellectual work that shows brain’s high functions.
Without the high functions of the brain no species is comparable with the Human.
Therefore other than Homo sapiens, no animal species can be considered as Human
species in respect of the DNA, mind and brain.
The Human is the sole species and it has no physical resemblances to any lower
species. Because the Human does not evolve from any lower species; the starting genes
of Humans come in existence directly in a paired fertile cell. Genetics supports firmly
single human species and its direct origin from an ancestral genetic pool. Hence we can
make a concrete conclusion that the starting genes for humans is originated & issued
asexually in the form of a paired fertile cell by a single ancestral genetic pool containing
biological body ‘Mahakaushik body’. Thus a single ancestral biological body evolves to
asexually make individual starting genes for each of organism including virus to human.
Fossil records indicate human like shapes & common physical features in a few
species before the Human. Due to the common physical appearance scientists may be
confused about the last few species. They count a few last species as pro-human species.
In fact each animal-species on the earth is unique & complete; no animal species can
evolve from any lower species according to our new model. Thus human is a unique
species in respect of origin, brain, mind, body and DNA composition.
The study of mutation pattern in people globally produces a family tree of the
human like species. At its base is Mitochondria Eve, about 1, 50,000 years ago. She was
not the first of Homo sapiens but was the most recent common ancestor according to
them. By studying mutation pattern it was found by scientists that Nuclear Adman was
the most recent known common ancestor of all the humans. He lived between 90,000 to
60,000 years ago.
Such studies substantiate Asamanya vishwa model that Mitochondria Eve and
Nuclear Adman should be a starting pair of human. Although such a starting pair of
humans had no biological father and mother, but it had a single ancestor Mahakaushik
body that produced it asexually in the form of a paired fertile cell according to our new
model. Thus we can say firmly that a paired fertile cell begins to grow inside the
Mahakaushik body and is released outside as a paired embryonic baby that grows
independently in the nature into an adult human pair to reproduce human population
sexually.
Genetic bottleneck, a study, firmly shows that humans have very little genetic
diversity. One suggested reason for this is that Homo sapiens recently passed through a
series of genetic bottleneck. It occurs when a population falls to dangerously low levels

causing gene pool to shrink. If the population expands again all descendents carry copies
of the same limited set of genes. This theory suggests that only two sets of human genes
are responsible for the whole human population. Such a study again supports &
substantiates an asexual origin and development of a single starting Human pair to
sexually reproduce human population as Asamanya vishwa model proposes.
The Preperation of Paired fertile cell for human:Based on fossils records we approximate that Mahakaushik-B began to produce
supplementary PHCs for a group of early primates around 50 MYA and human like
shaped higher primate species during short warmer interglacial period around 6-8 MYA.
Thereafter Mahakaushik body produced chimpanzee, who flourished 5-7 MYA in Africa.
Conditions on land made the Mahakaushik-B to go back in oceanic water around 5
million year ago. In the oceanic water it began to evolve some modifications in the body
in floating conditions by producing a group of new genetic instructions in the form of
PHCs that make some aquatic mammal’s species and finally it comes on the continental
land mass.
On the land masses Mahakaushik body allows almost all existed early PHC to
fuse with supplementary PHC into paired fertile cells. Now Mahakaushik body has very
few PHCs in its body. This is why Mahakaushik body reorganizes intelligently master
DNA to produce highly capable supplementary PHC to face the recurrent earthly
environmental conditions at last. When the last supplementary PHC fuses with early
PHC, a pair of two fertile cells for starting human genes is synthesized. This pair of two
starting fertile cells for human consume all the remaining PHC as food to grow into a
pair of two embryos one female and one male. This asexually originated paired embryo
grows into a pair of adult human around 2,000,00 years ago to sexually reproduce a
human species.
The above cited studies (fossil analysis, mutation and the genetic bottle neck etc)
successfully substantiate our new model for the asexual origin and appearance of starting
human pair from an ancestral genetic pool to sexually reproduce single human species on
the earth.
The Human culture and religions:The cultural revolutions starting with settled societies suggest that there was
someone present in initial human society who taught them about culture & religion as
code of conduct of life. The paired adult human with the brain and mind was able to
evolve & teach the laws for societies to form social groups with the help of Mahakaushik
thought waves. The starting paired adult human produced four male human only; modern
females are produced in next generation as we discussed it in previous chapter. Thus
these starting four male produced four human race in due course of time.Thereafter the
following human populations establish family, community and finally villages to make &
teach social norms to the following generation to carry and hold social laws in the form
of culture and religion.
The Human migrations:The interpretation of fossil evidences indicates that the migration of human began
in Africa 1, 20,000 years ago. This migration provides evidence that starting single
human pair appeared at Africa. We can approximate that this starting adult pair of human
should produce only four male human; they reproduce four human races ultimately.

When they have hand some population, they migrate from there to settle in other parts of
the world.
Based on Asamanya vishwa model we can interpret that before migration humans
became social and cultured so that they could migrate in groups. They settled at new
places with their ability to build a shelter and make social groups for community living to
ensure their survival from the onslaught of ferocious wild life and inclement climatic
conditions. Based on this human migration we can calculate that paired humans were
produced by Mahakaushik body in Africa. From Africa they began their above mentioned
migrations with a sizeable population around 1, 20,000 years ago.
They moved north out of the continent as early as 1, 00,000 years ago with a
sizeable population. During this migration the humans had to fight with some of grouped
species that assemble human like posture and skeleton. Scientists count them as proHuman species that came into existence as a separate species much before the Homo
sapiens. Modern scientists also believe that such Pro-Human species give rise to Homo
sapiens. But in fact no species can convert into any higher species and each species
comes into existence in its present form & shape from the starting paired fertile cells.
Bipedal Movement and Standing Posture:The upright posture is a fundamental human attribute. A long spine keeps us
standing upright. No other mammal can match the ability to stand, walk, run and move on
two feet. Although many other animals have the ability of bipedal motion, humans have
the unique sense of balance on two feet enabling him to learn how to perform other
complicated movements like dance. The master cell incorporates and reorganizes such
physical features & skeleton at genetic level in response to recurrent climatic conditions
to reorganize intelligently & uniquely in last two PHCs to make starting genes to make a
starting paired fertile cell for the Human species.
The Sense:Humans have five main sense organs for the senses-vision, hearing, touch, smell
and taste. According to our new understanding sense organ means a set of specific cells
that are able to receive environmental signals through the radio pulses. The G-protein
coupled receptors located at the cell membrane are able to amplify & transmit radio
pulses into nucleus where they act on DNA to make resonance and resultant electric
impulses. Thus radio pulses carry the environmental signals with them into the nucleus of
a cell. The environmental signals are equally carried by coupled radio pulses to all the
cells of a body, but the cells in the sense organs only are able to receive & amplify them
to transfer into nucleus to sense the environment. Although the mechanism of sense
organs and senses are explained as an inbuilt mechanism of DNA by biologists the
Asamanya vishwa model proposes a different biological mechanism for the sense organs
and senses based on radio pulsed driven mechanism.
As such environmental disturbances, smells, odors, heat, cold and nearby
surroundings around the body affect the transmission mode of coupled radio pulses in so
many patterns. Affected amplified radio pulses carry the signals for the environmental
changes to the cells to make cellular response. This is the way by which the outside
stimulations are carried by the said coupled radio pulses to the membrane of a receptor
cell to amplify & transfer them into nucleus.
The Mahakaushik-B evolved highly well functioning sense and sense organs to
manage and control its biological activities during its millions of year’s long life span.

The Mahakaushik’s sense organs are made of PHCs they contain G protein coupled
receptors located on membrane of PHCs. The master genes for the sense are reorganized
astonishingly in the PHC for the human. Let us try to learn about significant Human
senses with our new understanding reflected in Asamanya vishwa model as under.
Vision:According to our new model constant interactions with the surroundings create a
need in Mahakasuhik body’s super brain to see & observe things from a large distance
without physical contact to plan biological actions to face them. This need evolved vision
in various varieties from 2D vision to 3D vision in Mahakaushik-B by producing specific
receptor PHCs to form functional bio-structures for vision as eyes. The Mahakaushik-B
evolves 3-D vision for manipulating things by hands, using fingers and other objects as a
tool when it came out of the ocean and settled on land. The use of objects by the hands as
a tool is only possible with 3-D vision. The master genes for the vision & eyes are
reorganized intelligently in the PHCs for starting pair of human to make biological
mechanism of eyes to have a perfect vision.
Hearing and Balancing:Modern biology enables us to know that the sense of hearing responds to earth’s
gravity and the atmospheric activities. According to Asamanya vishwa model the said
coupled radio pulses carry minor changes in the air to the cells walls of specific receptor
cells in the ears. In the ears the specific receptor cells are present to receive, amplify &
convert coupled radio pulses into sound signals to transmit to the brain for interpretation
to make sense hearing and ensure about body orientations in space. The master genetic
instructions for hearing and balancing are reorganized uniquely & astonishingly for
human PHC to make hearing organ with sensing mechanism for hearing and balancing.
Touch:Touch is a sense that gives us the ability to perceive the size, shape, texture and
changes in temperature of things around. It also lets us experience and feel pain and
pressure. The sense of touch is located in the skin and comes from a variety of nerve
bunches that send nerve impulses to the brain. According to our new understanding, like
the other senses are functional the sense touch is functional similarly through the said
coupled radio pulses.
The skin of the Mahakaushik body contains receptors PHCs that are able to make
signals from the changes in temperatures, pressures and attached things with the help of
radio pulses. As a result the membrane of PHCs makes & sends electrochemical impulses
to the super brain for interpretation. Then the super brain is able to generate resultant
electrochemical impulses for the targeted PHCs to perform biological response. The
master DNA rearranges and reorganizes itself to prepare genes for the wonderful sense of
touch in the PHCs for paired humans. Thereafter the genes for touch pass on to the
following human generations from the starting human pair.
Taste and Smell:The mechanism of taste and smell are similar. All odors and tastes are compiled
in the brain by assimilating mouth and nose information. Let us try to learn that how such
senses ‘taste and smell’ are evolved to carry them in animal species based on Asamanya
vishwa model.
The Mahakaushik-B produces receptor PHCs to make organs to sense taste and
smell to detect foods. The receptor PHCs in such organs are able to receive & convert

signals of taste and smell into an electrochemical signal to transfer to the super brain.
Then super brain is able to make resultant electrochemical impulses for the targeted
PHCs to respond the taste and smell. The master genes for taste and smell are reorganized
intelligently & uniquely in human PHCs to carry genetically such a sensing mechanism
in human species.
Large human brain:The human brain is 5 times as large as that of a chimpanzee. Scientists are not
sure about the origin of such large brain of human. One notion is that the evolution of
large brain was driven by the development of language; language may have changed the
structure of human brain. A radical idea suggests that the large brain is merely a side
effect of the evolutional process that increases our life span; as the brain tissue cannot
regenerate we need a large brain just to provide spare capacity that longer life demands.
Further, another idea suggests that large brain evolved to make us sexually
attractive; Charles Darwin proposed his idea that sexual selection may have driven
evolution of large brain. Another idea suggests that our large brain may be related to our
carnivorous diet. A recent idea suggests that our large brain evolved for social reasons.
As such, all aforesaid speculations cannot be the causes of size and functions of human
brain. To know about the origin of human’s large brain at genetic level we have to rely on
the Asamanya vishwa model dependent framework again.
According to it the super brain evolves large size during the long evolutional life
span to direct & control its biological functions as we discussed it in previous chapter.
The super brain has improved itself greatly in respect of size and complexity by long
experience through learning new things and stores them as master memory. The fused
PHCs leave behind neural circuits of neural PHC free. Free neural PHC make superfluous
super brain that increases its size & it works beyond biological limits. Thereafter multiple
facets are evolved from this superfluous super brain with help of master memory. Now
superfluous super brain acts like a super mind.
As super brain is made of the neural PHCs, so master DNA contains the master
genes for the super brain. The master genes for such an ever potent super brain reorganize
intelligently in the last PHC for humans. Therefore, the physical brain of the human
should mostly be a complete copy of the super brain in respect of its size and functions.
Based on this new origin & mechanism of the biological brain and intelligence we are
able to discuss independently about the different facets of large human brain & mind as
under.
We know that the human mind incorporates high functions of the brain, including
emotion, thinking, ideas, consciousness and language etc. No other species has such a
mental skill to match the human mind. The brain is equipped with the biological
information and it works according to the biological needs of the body. The nonbiological high functions of mind indicate that human brain works beyond biological
needs and it should be linked with an electromagnetic pool of information
“Mahakaushik’s thought waves”.
We can calculate that the human mind should act as online computer to
subconsciously communicate with Mahakaushik’s thought waves. These Mahakaushik’s
thought waves are able to subconsciously enter the human brain to trigger, perform, guide
and control high functions. Mahakaushik thought waves are trapped between the earth’s

surface and ESR to communicate vital information to the human mind as we discussed it
in previous chapter in detail.
The master genes to form human brain and mind were highly efficient at protein
synthesis and energy production in the last two PHCs. With the help of such potent brain
genes Mahakaushik body promotes capacity of the last two PHCs to produce all required
proteins and energy to run its biological body for survival. Thus this tiny set of brain
genes separates the human PHCs with previously formed PHCs at large. This is why
human is uniquely most intelligent species with the largest brain.
The information regarding high functions should be generated & stored
biologically in the super brain which releases it in our environment in the form of
Mahakaushik’s thought waves to guide human brain and mind in several ways. However
some species have improved biological brain but they do not have any mind that could
use Mahakaushik’s thought waves for high functions.
Mahakaushik’s super brain has electrochemical pulses or bio electromagnetic
pulses to transmit outsides to probe the surroundings. Such electromagnetic pulses reflect
off the objects and reach again specific sense organs to communicate super brain about
the surroundings up to deep space; it should be able to trace the whole universe in detail
as modern instruments do. The super brain gets all information through its miracle sense
organs and stores them in the form of master memory. When Mahakaushika dies the
super brain converts its master memory into specific electrochemical pulses as
Mahakaushik’s thought waves to release into the environment to guide the all animal
species for ever as we discussed it earlier in detail.
Some of the animal species show electromagnetic characteristics in their body to
substantiate our new understanding about life. For example, some fishes are able to make
an electromagnetic field around their body to probe the surroundings. The bats use
ultrasound waves to find their way when they fly. Some birds have a special vision to see
their prey from a very high sky and so on. Thus all bio sensing characteristics are
originated in the Mahakaushik-B to pass on to species through the PHCs.
Hence, Mahakaushik body has especially potent sense organs with remote sensing
properties to probe the whole visible and invisible surroundings in different wavelengths
including all atmospheric layers, the different features of earth’s crust, oceans, core and
moon with planets, stars and galaxies etc. With the help of such miracle sense organs the
Mahakasuhik body should be able to probe universe in multi wavelengths. Thereafter
super brain should be able to store and convert all information into the electrochemical
pulses and release it in the earth’s environment where they are kept forever in the form of
OSTCRW (M) and ISTCRW (M) to guide the animal kingdom in general and the human
mind in specific ways.
Mahakaushik’s thought waves should be able to activate the human mind to
perform high functions for human welfare. The human mind only is able to receive the
signals for miracle work through the Mahakaushik’s thought waves. Hence the
Mahakaushik thought waves are biologically evolved and electromagnetically or
electrochemically established on the earth to guide, control & direct the entire DNA on
the earth. Now we are able to discuss some of the significant facets of the human Mind as
under.
One of the special facets of the human mind is its ability to work out what is
going on in other peoples mind in order to predict their behavior. From this, we can infer

that the Mahakaushik‘s thought waves make such invisible function possible in the
human mind by interlinking subconsciously both the interacting brains.
Language is another special facet of human mind. We can approximate that
Mahakaushik’s super brain has to develop billions of bio-electromagnetic languages to
communicate, guide and control billions of animal species. Super brain makes &
develops a master format in which all bio-electromagnetic languages can be classified to
guide and control the brain & DNA of billions of animal species. This master format is
electromagnetically released at the time of Mahakaushik’s end as an electromagnetic data
in the form of “Mahakaushik’s though waves”.
Such a master format is able to enter in each of the human mind to enable it to
learn, understand & develop different forms of language. Each human brain is equipped
with this master format to develop & understand a personal language. Thus human mind
has a potency to learn, understand and develop its own languages with the help of master
format.
When we concentrate we seem to talk to ourselves with an inner voice. Certainly
without our grasp of language we could never have been able to get to the bottom of
some of the mind’s mysteries. This is why it seems that all human languages are
developed from a single language format from Africa where starting human pair was
appeared. Thereafter language spreads out of Africa with the human migration.
Repeatable phenomena, like seasons, Sun’s radiation during the whole day and
whole year, fall and rise in temperature open up different ways of learning for
Mahakaushik body. Every day a series of needs repeated and a sequence of actions had to
be performed by Mahakaushik-B; this in turn produced master memory in the
Mahakaushika brain; hence in the species. Repeating phenomena with minimum
variations can be faced easily with memory of previous experiences of the similar events.
This links memory with present and mind to use it to perform certain day to day functions
and to perform higher functions of the mind.
The process by which people arrive at a new and useful idea is believed as the
pinnacle of human thinking. Valuable creative ideas are found in all areas of life. It
involves several stages-conscious thought, incubation, sudden inspirations and
development and assessment of the idea. As such new ideas should come & enrich into
human brain through the Mahakaushik thought waves.
Death, Soul & Reincarnation: In both the cases of deaths ‘natural and unnatural
death as discussed in previous chapter’, the memory segments of human brain transfer
into electrochemical pulse and released into environment to join with the said
Mahakaushik’s thought waves. The Mahakaushik’s thought waves absorb & carry these
individual human’s electrochemical pulses that are released at the time of decomposition
of a human brain.
These electrochemical pulses of an individual human brain with the
Mahakaushik’s thought waves are able to enter a growing human brain to provide it the
memory segments of a dead person temporarily. This growing human should have almost
identical body field and DNA so that the Mahakaushik’s thought waves with the said
memory segments of dead person are able to enter and affect said growing brain
temporally. The growing human brain can work with a memory segment of a dead human
for a few hours to a few months only; because the human brain is naturally equipped to

work with the help of its own earned memory on a day to day experience through its own
sense organs only.
The releasing of such individual human memory segment into environment in the
form of electromagnetic pulses to join the Mahakaushika’s thought waves can be termed
as releasing of soul from the body. The activation of a memory segment of a dead human
brain into a living human brain can be called re-incarnation; the belief that after some
body’s death his soul lives again in a new body.
Thus the soul can be treated as electrochemical energy form of a memory segment
of a dead man. This memory is transformed into electrochemical energy before the
decomposition of brain and released in the environment at the time of death to join the
said Mahakaushik’s thought waves.
Based on available information and above cited discussion about the human brain
and its electromagnetic or electrochemical sensitivity we can have perfect approximations
that the memory of a dead person can be transformed into an electromagnetic form to
retain it out of biological brain and then it can be transferred electrochemically into a
growing human brain which should have similar electrochemical properties. Such a
process first of all requires conversion of memory of a person into electrochemical
pulses, then their retention in the environment to transfer them into another growing
human brain at a different time in future. The human brain can be temporarily governed
by such electrochemically transferred memory of a dead person! This is why
reincarnation is a temporary phenomenon.
In the reported cases of reincarnation, researchers found that a child’s brain
recalls some memory segment of a dead person. How does that happen? Our growing
understanding tries to answer such questions in a different way on behalf of Asamanya
vishwa model as reflected in above discussion. However such incidences have not been
corroborated medically or scientifically to study. We hope that in future improved
instruments will enable scientists to measure and identify different types of radio pulses,
electromagnetic pulses and Mahakaushik’s thought waves that rule the DNA and
biological brain to understand such unusual biological phenomenon.
Subconscious wisdom:
Conscious thinking is a part of what goes on in our brain. It is what we are aware
of at any one moment and is therefore extremely limited. Subconscious thinking is
constantly going on behind our conscious thoughts and determines much of our behavior.
The subconscious wisdom is an astonishing segment of the human mind. It is also
called MANA, VIVEKA, ATMA, ANTARATMA and BRAHMA in Hindu philosophy.
It suggests to the human mind what is right or wrong. How is it possible that
subconscious wisdom guides our behavior and life through indications? According to our
new understanding the Mahakaushik’s thought waves play the role of subconscious
wisdom in the human mind. The Mahakaushik’s thought waves have all the information
about the all the human brains, DNA and nature to guide & direct human mind
subconsciously. Subconscious processes in human brain are originated and regulated by
Mahakaushik’s thought waves to make & operate subconscious wisdom.
This is the way by which the Mahakaushik body is biologically evolved on the
earth, lives for billions of year and stays here forever in the form of Mahakaushik’s
thought waves to direct & guide DNA & brain of all the species. It guides the human
mind in specific way. We can call it God of life that governs life only.

Human extinction:We call a star pair “Human-star pair” that makes the PHC for human in
Mahakaushika’s body. The radio pulses from human-star pair are able to activate sex
chromosomes to activate all the chromosomes in a human cell. Thereafter the DNA in the
cell is able to work under the influence of numerous radio pulses from numerous star
pairs. When the Human-star pair will set behind the massive galaxy the entire human
DNA will be deactivated for ever making an extinction event for human species
according to our new model. Without these radio pulses the sex chromosomes in the
human cells are not able to be activated. As a result other chromosomes are not able to
work without the active sex chromosomes. This at once inactivates entire human DNA on
the earth to make an extinction event for the human.
This will happen in millions of years possibly when the said Human-star pair will
hide behind a massive galaxy making a mass extinction event only for humans. Althoug
other forms of life will flourish during such event, the human DNA will not be able to
compose and run life without the coupled radio pulses from the Human-star pair. If the
Human star pair is in such a position to shine for ever in respect of the earth due to its
orbital position in the space, Humans will live on the earth for ever!
Longer life for humans:Based on Asamanya Vishwa model dependent realities we can approximate that
controlled discharging of the excess intercellular electricity should normalize the body
field which allow radio pulses to transmit on the body’s cells properly to make them
functional again with more potency. Advances in modern bio technologies should enable
scientists to discover bio techniques and instruments to discharge excess intercellular
electricity from the old humans to provide them healthy longer life.
As such discharged intercellular fluid should be able to make & hold a required
body field with required strength. Such a filed should be able to allow radio pulses to
transmit on the body cells properly to regain DNA potency to work with full capacity.
Thus controlled discharging of the excess intercellular electricity in the old humans
should cure several ailments related to old age and provide a longer healthy life beyond
normal life span. Such bio techniques should make & keep an immortal healthy human
body with an umlimited longer life span.
Required corrections in body field by controlled electrochemical discharging or
charging of intercellular fluids should treat DNA malfunctioning related diseases like
cancer and aids and diabetes and so on.
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